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Tackling the themes of children
Achieving quality by picking up children’s developmental tasks

Quality is generated in the head of 
the viewer, through the interaction 
of programme and recipient. Seen 
from a pedagogical perspective it is 
essential to pick up the children’s 
developmental themes and to find 
appropriate forms of narration for 
them. Here quality means to relate 
the abilities and themes of the chil-
dren to the corresponding genre.

Imagine you see a delicious-look-
ing doughnut lying on a bakery 
shelf, perfectly formed and sugar-

coated. You buy it and sink your teeth 
into it with relish. But you are utterly 
disappointed because the doughnut 
has apparently been lying there for 
several days already; it tastes dread-
ful, the filling is different from what 
you had expected, and on top of that 
it is all greasy. It is the same thing 
with the quality of TV shows. A pro-
gramme might have been outstand-
ingly well produced on a technical 
level, it might even promise an inter-
esting story; but whether you really 
like the programme as well, whether 
it accords with your expectations, 
moods, fantasies, or wishes – this you 
do not know until you have seen it.
But how is it at all possible for any-
one to say what quality is? The fol-
lowing text begins by investigating 
theoretically the fundamental ques-
tion of where the actual meaning of 
a programme originates and how, on 
the basis of this, one can judge its 
quality. Concrete suggestions for the 

latter are given in section two. The 
article concludes by offering some 
thoughts on the differentiation of qual-
itative criteria in children’s television 
which are intended to serve for future 
discussion.

1. Quality: product of the 
producer or the viewer?

My thesis is that the question of qual-
ity in children’s television cannot be 
answered in isolation from the ques-
tion of “meaning”. The fundamental 
question, in fact, is where the mean-
ing of the programme actually origi-
nates. “Meaning” refers to the content 
and the significance of that content.
On this question there appear to be 
two positions in media studies which 
tend in markedly opposed directions. 
Although it may sound somewhat the-
oretical at first, one can make a rough 
distinction between a perspective ori-
ented around structuralism, and one 
oriented around post-structuralism. 
A structuralist-oriented perspective 
understands programmes as autono-
mous, closed structures with a pre-
scribed meaning. 
While a structuralist-oriented ap-
proach simply attempts to estab-
lish the meaning of a programme 
by means of the programme itself, 
constructivist-oriented reception re-
search locates the meaning of pro-
grammes first and foremost in the 
viewers themselves. Here the motto 
is: meanings first arise when a pro-
gramme is viewed, in the viewer’s 

head. Meanings of TV shows are not 
generated until they are seen. They 
are the product of an interaction be-
tween programme and viewer. Now, 
since cultural, historical, individual, 
and social influences are different at 
different periods, a work of art (or 
programme) will always generate 
different meanings as well. In media 
studies and media education research 
this has led to a new understanding of 
the programme-recipient relationship, 
and to a recognition of the role of 
the active recipient. While in media 
studies research, for the most part, 
the content of the programme had 
constituted the focus of observation, 
viewers now attracted more attention. 
In particular, research was conducted, 
for example, into the way television 
is integrated into everyday life, what 
utilitarian ends play a role in choice 
and reception, and what needs are 
satisfied in this way.1 

2. Interests surrounding the 
“quality” of children’s TV

Fundamental to the assessment of 
quality in children’s programmes is 
the question discussed above: where, 
then, does the meaning actually 
originate? Is it inscribed in the pro-
gramme, does it lie exclusively within 
the viewers’ own powers, or are both 
in some way true? The post-structur-
alist view emphasises that the audi-
ence itself decides what quality is.2 
What people select from the manifold 
choices on offer is that which comes 
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closest to their requirements and, in 
consequence, which for these view-
ers possesses high quality in terms 
of needs satisfaction. The ratings 
become the “barometer of quality”. 
This argument is viewed critically by 
those who situate quality firmly in the 
product and wish to decide the ques-
tion of quality by reference to nor-
mative standards. Those who adopt 
this position see the deregulation of 
the public service broadcasting sys-
tem as a dumbing-down of contents 
and programme structures. Against 
these, those who regard the ratings 
as indices of quality affirm 
the free enterprise principle 
of the consumer market. The 
interests of radio and media 
politics therefore enter into 
the discussion on quality 
(and not just of children’s 
programmes). While public 
service broadcasters empha-
sise the “quality of the pro-
duct”, private providers argue 
– of necessity – for “quality 
measured by ratings”. Those 
who still have the courage to 
make programmes for chil-
dren, despite these unpredict-
able factors, deserve our admiration.

3. Criteria for quality  
in children’s programmes

Even if there may not be a secret re-
cipe for a good children’s programme; 
however, in popular children’s pro-
grammes similar structures of form 
and content may always be observed. 
In my opinion, with the help of two 
research fields it is possible to identify 
relatively precisely what makes for 
good children’s programmes (restrict-
ing myself here to fictional contents).

3.1 Good children’s programmes 
tell stories which relate to themes  
of child development
Such themes take a different form in 
each case according to age and the 
child in question. They are either de-
velopmentally determined, that is to 

say, influenced by the developmental 
tasks3 of a particular age group, or de-
termined by everyday life and experi-
ence, that is to say, influenced by the 
child’s concrete social circumstances 
and previous individual experience. 
In media education research these de-
velopmental themes are also referred 
to as “behaviour-guiding themes”4 
or “thematic bias”.5 These themes 
have been identified in the course 
of reception research and illustrate 
which topics cause children to “de-
ploy” children’s programmes as aids 
to managing their own development:

 • Being small and growing big: In 
the case of children, identification 
is often established through the 
perspective of small characters. 
Horst Petri has used the term “Gul-
liver experience” to describe the 
perspective from the viewpoint of 
a child’s smallness:6 For children 
the world is divided into large and 
small, into dwarves and giants, into 
the powerful and the powerless. 
From this arises the wish to over-
come one’s smallness and grow 
big quickly.

 • Justice and morality: Children 
grow into a culture in which they 
must also engage with its prevail-
ing ideas of values and norms. In 
their development they also re-
peatedly engage with questions 
of morality, rules, and justice. 
These questions are presented in 
many action cartoons in a boldly 

simplistic manner by means of a 
“good and evil” schema, and then 
differentiated by means of every-
day stories close to the children’s 
own experience.

 • Being alone or separation: Being 
abandoned, or becoming aban-
doned, are themes with which 
children engage in the most varied 
forms. Sabine Jörg, too, describes 
abandonment anxiety as a child’s 
first major feeling, their first great 
fear. “Infantile abandonment anxi-
eties are like a debt which many 
people spend their lives repaying. 

Excessive need for security, 
depression, and dependence 
result from the lack of anxie-
ty-free opportunities for self-
unfolding.”7 External events, 
such as parental strife or sep-
aration, are equally capable 
of leading to anxieties and 
feelings of powerlessness. 
The egocentric perspective 
of children also leads them 
to believe that they are the 
trigger or cause of the con-
flict. Media and fairy tale 
plots, such as The lion king 
or Hansel and Gretel, also 

confront children with these ques-
tions. They are frequently accom-
panied by a feeling of impotence, 
of being consigned to a situation 
without protection, or of having 
no influence. How fortunate, then, 
that children’s media offer numer-
ous encouraging solutions for this 
feeling!

 • Gender: Questions about one’s 
own gender and the expectations, 
behaviour patterns, and outward 
appearance associated with it al-
ready constitute topics of discus-
sion at preschool age and, accord-
ing to Rolf Oerter, already start to 
form at the age of 5 to 6 years.8 
According to Dieter Schnack and 
Rainer Neutzling, boys have more 
difficulty than girls with the pro
cess of seeking out and construct-
ing their own gender role identi-
ties.9 Because boys have no real 
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or “genuine” models, they also use 
models provided by the media to 
engage with this issue. Without 
communicative reflection with the 
child, however, this engagement 
can lead to the manifestation of 
stereotyped gender roles.

 • Death and dying: Children are not 
only confronted with death and 
dying on television: religion and 
fairy tales also treat this question, 
each in their specific way. How-
ever, for the most part it is less the 
consciousness of one’s own mor-
tality, but much more the sense of 
bewilderment and the search for 
explanations, with which children 
are preoccupied. In their everyday 
lives, too, children are confronted 
with themes of this nature sponta-
neously and unexpectedly. Chil-
dren see a dead bird that has fallen 
out of its nest, a hedgehog that has 
been run over, or a dead insect and 
ask for reasons or explanations.

 • Social anxieties: Preschool-age 
children experience the tension of 
gradually separating themselves 
from their parents, building their 
own identities, and with it also in-
creasingly abandoning their sym-
biotic closeness to them. Each step 
towards autonomy at the same time 
represents a distancing from the 
parents. For children, finding one’s 
own level means, on the one hand, 
having the courage or daring to do 
things and, on the other, not losing 

one’s trust in love and feelings of 
security. This delicate balancing 
act is often undertaken in the com-
pany of media characters such as 
Pippi Longstocking, or Ronia the 
Robber’s Daughter, who support 
children in their strivings towards 
autonomy. “Defiance”, too, may 
be connected with fears of loss or 
withdrawal of love.

 • Relationships: With increasing 
independence and expansion of 
their field of experience, preschool 
children also establish contacts and 
relationships with other children 
and adults. In this process children 
discover that they are not liked and 
recognised because of a family 
relationship, but because they are 
accepted for their personality and 
“the way they are”. In the everyday 
lives of children this can be seen 
in the search for friendships, com-
mon interests, or membership of 
a group (“forming a gang”). But 

the subject of intra-
familial relationships 
is also handled with 
the help of the media, 
and for preschool 
children these are 
especially important 
when the customary 
family configuration 
 changes. This might 
occur because of the 
birth of a sibling, 
which in most cases 
leads to a spatial and 
emotional “reorgani-
sation” of the family.

Particularly important are those 
programmes which enable adults, 
looking back on their own life story, 
to recognise these developmental 
themes in their own children. This 
is especially successful when the 
symbolism used in the story can be 
equally well understood by the chil-
dren as by the adults.

3.2 Good children’s programmes 
tell stories whose structure  
resembles that of fairy tales 
The fairy tale researcher Max Lüthi 
has deduced the following structural 
characteristics of the traditional Eu-
ropean fairy tale10, which can also be 
found in abundance in the fictional 
material of present-day children’s 
programmes:
 • One-dimensionality: No distinction 

is made between the real world and 
the fictional world. In the world of 
fairy tales there are fantastic char-
acters and miraculous creatures 
such as witches, speaking animals, 
fairies, and so on, who rescue or 
bewitch others thanks to their ex-
traordinary powers. The supernatu-
ral is, as it were, accepted as reality 
and not distinguished from it.

 • Superficiality of detail: The tra-
ditional fairy tale is not tied to 
any fixed time or place. The for-
mula “once upon a time” does not 
specify when and where the story 
takes place, and the location “in 
a faraway land” is vague and in-
determinate. And just as time and 
space have no meaning, so too the 
laws of nature and human logic 
are suspended (for example in 
the motive of the “hundred years’ 
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NOTES
sleep”). A specific reality, inter-
nal to the fairy tale, prevails. As 
such, the fairy tale offers children 
symbolic, open-ended narrative 
contents which they can further 
develop with the aid of their own 
imagination.

 • Use of formulae: By these are 
meant introductory formulae 
(“Once upon a time…”),  verses 
(“Abracadabra, three black 
cats…”), and concluding formu-
lae (“And they lived happily ever 
after.”). An example from televi-
sion is: “Tomorrow is another day, 
I’ll be back before you can say… 
” These formulae lead one into an-
other reality, and their recipients can 
be certain that they will also be led 
out again. Ritualised narrative for-
mulae of this kind serve as aids to 
reception. Ritual and routine afford 
the recipient safety and familiarity.

 • Polarisation: In fairy tales per-
sons, characters, appearance, and 
situations are presented as extreme 
opposites. There are extremes of 
perfect beauty and total ugliness, 
of rich and poor, of hard-working 
and lazy, of good and evil.

 • “Stern weighting”: This concept 
is taken from seafaring, “stern” 
meaning “the rear”. Lüthi uses 
this term to refer to the fairy tale’s 
sympathy for those standing right 
at the back, those who are the very 
last: the small, the stupid, the poor, 
the lazy, the useless, and the weak. 
Many of these characters are so 
appealing for the children as iden-
tification figures because situations 
in which they feel small or weak 
are all too familiar for them.

4. Differentiation of  
qualitative criteria

Children’s television today offers a 
highly differentiated product. There 
are numerous factual programmes, 
entertainment or edutainment maga-
zines, daily soaps, action cartoons, 
news programmes, animal docu-
mentaries, and fictional feature pro-

grammes. In view of this generic di-
versification, the question of “qual-
ity” in children’s television cannot 
be answered with a global generali-
sation, unless one has very general 
characteristics in mind, such as “ap-
propriate language for its age group” 
and the like. But even such a criterion 
must be examined critically because 
when we speak of children’s televi-
sion, we are talking about a group of 
viewers whose ages range between 
approximately 2 and 12 years. During 
this time span the most diverse stages 
of children’s cognitive, emotional, 
and social development occur, which 
are summarised in the form of devel-
opmental periods. Consideration of 
these would be just as necessary as 
consideration of the various genres. 
In other words, if one were to divide 
childhood into four phases, one would 
therefore have to ask which criteria, 
for example, an animal programme 
for children of primary school age 
should fulfil, in contrast to a similar 
programme for preschool children. 
In the process one might arrive at the 
conclusion that several genres are not 
yet, or no longer, relevant for particu-
lar age groups.
One must therefore bring two things 
into relationship with one another: 
the children’s development – their 
perceptual abilities and the topics 
which guide their behaviour – must 
be related to the appropriate genre 
of children’s television. This gives 
rise to consequences for techni-
cal production, dramatic structure, 
and language, the consideration of 
which would result in a children’s 
programme production appropriate 
for its target group. In order to test 
whether such productions also “go 
down well” in the children’s reception 
and perception, there will also be a 
future need for the kind of research 
that is taking place at the IZI. 
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